
“Without value addition we are heading nowhere” 

In conversation with a soon-to-be Liberian rubber processor 

Wilhelmina G. Mulbah Siaway is close to completing the 

construction of her Ribbed Smoked Sheets (RSS) factory 

in Margibi County. The manufacturing of RSS, a semi-

processed rubber product used to manufacture a range 

of products from tyres to medical supplies, hoses and 

footwear, presents strong prospects for medium-sized 

investors in Liberia. As she prepares for the grand 

opening of her facility, Siaway tells us why she is a firm 

believer in value addition and reveals some of the 

challenges she has encountered along the way. 

Why did you decide to invest in rubber? 

My father was a rubber farmer and I started working 

with him aged 12. I learned a lot from him. Rubber is the 

best tree crop in Liberia when it comes to having a 

reliable market and a constant buyer. Well managed, a 

rubber farm can sustain you. That motivated me. Plus, 

rubber contributes a lot to our economy in terms of 

employment opportunities and sustainability for smallholder farmers.  

What attracted you to RSS production? 

I’m excited about opening my RSS factory because we rubber farmers are having challenges in 

breaking even. Currently, we only sell coagulant [rubber in its rawest form] to the large concession 

companies, and the price is determined by them. That price is not fixed; it changes all the time. 

Some months you think you’ll be selling for a better price but by the time the month ends it has 

changed.  

RSS is the basis of manufacturing and it adds value to the rubber. Liberia’s Rubber Master Plan 

recommends value addition as the only way our rubber sector can be better off. Once we start 

producing RSS of [high quality] grades 1, 2 or 3, we will get a much better price than selling 

coagulant. It makes more sense, particularly given the low world market price for rubber. 

Secondly, the establishment of an RSS facility is not overly sophisticated. A smallholder can even set 

up a manual facility. It’s low cost, because you are using wood to smoke the sheets whereas 

Technically Specified Rubber [or TSR – an alternative method of rubber processing] requires 

expensive power generation. 

What challenges did you face in setting up your facility? 

The biggest challenge has been accessing financing for the construction of the facility – Liberia’s 

banking system does not cater for agricultural lending. Banks don’t want to give loans to rubber 



farmers because of the long gestation period and taking commercial loans with a huge interest rate 

is problematic.  

Getting building materials to the site has also been difficult because the road network is bad. 

Sometimes you have to pay double for transportation. If there is a weak bridge, you have to unload 

the truck from Monrovia and hire a second one from the other side of the bridge. That can make the 

cost of construction very high. And the price of building materials varies all the time based on 

market fluctuations. So while today you can buy a steel rod for $5, the next time it might cost you 

$7. 

It also took us much longer than anticipated to procure the equipment from the manufacturers in Sri 

Lanka. We ordered it from there because Sri Lankan experts helped us prepare our national rubber 

master plan and provided us with the contacts. But it took six months for the equipment to arrive 

when it should have only taken two. 

Finally, our building contractors had no experience in constructing an RSS facility and we had to 

make lots of modifications before the smoke houses and coagulator tank matched the specification. 

We had to demolish and rebuild the coagulator tank because the measurements were wrong the 

first time round, which increased the construction cost. 

Had you been aware of these challenges at the outset, would you still have gone ahead with your 

investment? 

Yes. It’s not easy but the end result is going to be worth it. I’m excited to be shipping my own RSS 

out of Liberia. And I can sit and know the value of what I have better than when I’m selling 

coagulant. I’m confident that I’m going to be earning at another level.  

And RSS is not the stopping point. Once I have international linkages, I can think about going further 

and start producing rubber products locally. Even though it’s sometimes discouraging, the only way 

out is value addition – without value addition we are heading nowhere. 

What advice would you give to a prospective investor in RSS production? 

Beware of the huge cost of transportation resulting from the bad road network. It’s better to open a 

facility on a good road to cut down on operational costs. 

Also, it’s good to plan according to your capacity. You don’t have to start big. You can even start with 

portable factories which are cheaper than the bigger ones. 

Finally, it’s important to have sufficient collateral to make you bankable. The Land Rights Act has 

now been signed, which will make it easier for farmers to have a title deed for their land. This will 

help during the loan application process – previously it was a major impediment. 

How could the government better support investors in RSS? 

We’re not receiving any subsidy from the government to buttress our efforts. And some regulations 

are harsh on us. For instance, have to pay high tariffs to the government when we import the factory 

equipment. We don’t think we should be paying high customs duties on agricultural materials. These 

things are a great impediment to us and need to be looked at so we are able to produce. 



If the government invests in the rubber sector there will be a greater rate of return as we contribute 

to the revenue base. I’m currently paying 4% to the government on the coagulant I produce. If you 

apply 4% to 500 tons the government is getting $20 per ton. If you apply 4% to 1,000 tons the 

government is doubling its income.  

Also, more RSS factories in Liberia mean more people will be employed. I currently have about 60 

employees. Once the factory is established and operating I’ll need to employ an additional 25 

workers and pay withholding tax on behalf of them. So we think the government can also gain from 

the process. 

How else can RSS production contribute to Liberia’s development? 

It opens up a new market. Firestone1 is having challenges and laying off some of their workers. Six 

hundred employees are going to be without a job. And when Firestone has less capacity they will 

decide not to buy from the smallholder farmers. So what will become of us? In Maryland County, 

farmers don’t have a market to sell their rubber to and they’re dying of hunger. We don’t want to 

have this kind of situation. If we can have an alternative these farmers will be able to maintain their 

livelihood in the absence of large processors. So for the smallholder farmers it’s an opportunity and 

will help reduce the poverty in Liberia. 

Wilhelmina G. Mulbah Siaway is the CEO of Mulbah Rubber Estate and President of the Rubber 

Planters’ Association of Liberia. 

GROW is promoting alternative growth opportunities in Liberia’s rubber industry and helped to 

launch the country’s first RSS processing facility. GROW also provided technical support to 

Wilhelmina as she established her two-tonne RSS processing factory. Based in part on the records 

shared by Wilhelmina, GROW has developed an ‘RSS Investment Guide’ which offers detailed 

information and guidance for investors and businesses interested in establishing an RSS facility in 

Liberia. The guide and other relevant information are available here. 

                                                           
1 Liberia’s largest rubber concession company, to whom most smallholder farmers sell raw coagulant or “cup 
lump” rubber  

https://www.agro-upliberia.com/rss-investment-guide

